CUE: "No, Isaac. You've got to stay."

Timeless, $\frac{3}{4} = 126$

ISAAC:
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I thought there was beauty in numbers I
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thought every lock had a key When ever I couldn't find answers I
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figured the problem was me. But I've never believed so deeply in something I don't understand. The truth is the beauty and numbers collide when I'm holding your hand. Why can't I come with you? Why can't you stay?
We'd be together in my time or yours either way I never see any
reason to be anything other than madly in love with you

SOPHIE:

Nothing has happened the way I expected Time hasn't always been quite on my side
I always thought that my heart was protected but somehow I'm here and I

guess what I'm trying to say is that I arguably may

be in some partial form oof head-long and utter total and blissful head over heels type of
love with you And that makes this harder to say 'cause I

don't understand the way that loving you is hurting you is

needing you is leaving you But Isaac, I'm leaving I need to go home and when I'm home We'll have the
same hopes the same fears and nothing between us but hundreds and hundreds of years

In my own time I need to be in my own time

But I'm afraid I could never have stayed and you'll understand...
stand in your own time

With the same love the same tears and no-thing be-tween us but

ISAAC:

With the same love the same tears and no-thing be-tween us but

hun-dreds and hun-dreds of years

In my own time I need to be in my hun-dreds and hun-dreds of years

The truth is the beau-ty and num-bers col-
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own time

But I'm afraid I could never have stayed and

lide when I'm holding your hand I'll never see any reason to be

you'll understand In my own time I need to be in my

any-thing other than mad-ly in love The truth is the beauty and num-bers col-
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own time

But I'm afraid I could never have stayed and

lidle when I'm holding your hand I'll never see any reason to be

you'll understand in your own time and you'll understand

anything other than madly in love with you